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A new flexible and polarizable water model based on the charge response kernel �CRK� theory is
developed for the analysis of sum frequency generation �SFG� spectroscopy. The CRK model well
describes several bulk water properties and SFG spectrum by molecular dynamics �MD�
calculations. While the flexible and polarizable MD simulation generally adopts the short-range
damping of intermolecular interaction, it is found that the same procedure is not adequate for the
calculation of transition dipole in strongly hydrogen bonding environment. Accordingly, the
improved calculation of the nonlinear susceptibility of water surface results in the positive
imaginary part in the 3000–3200 cm−1 region, which is consistent with recent phase-sensitive
experiments. The mechanism of the positive region is attributed to the anisotropic local field effect
induced by the orientational correlation of surface water. © 2009 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3279126�

I. INTRODUCTION

Water is a fundamental substance on the earth, and its
hydrogen bonding �H-bonding� network plays crucial roles
in a variety of physical, chemical, and life sciences.1,2 Inter-
facial water is of particular significance in a number of phe-
nomena, including heterogeneous atmospheric chemistry,
bubble formation, biological membrane, and corrosion, and
detailed nature of interfacial water have been unveiled by
recent progress of experimental and theoretical methods. In
the experimental side,3–9 the nonlinear optical spectroscopies
such as sum frequency generation �SFG� significantly con-
tributed to investigation of interfacial properties, including
H-bond structure, orientation, and dynamics of interfacial
water molecules.10–12 In the theoretical side, molecular dy-
namics �MD� simulations with a variety of force fields, such
as classical,13–26 empirical valence bond type,27 and density
functional theory,28,29 are powerful tools to investigate struc-
ture, dynamic properties, electrostatic properties, and spec-
troscopic properties of interfacial water. Recently, the direct
calculation of SFG spectra by MD simulation opened a
promising avenue for the investigation of interfacial
properties.18,30,31 In the present paper, we develop a new wa-
ter model to calculate SFG spectra of aqueous surfaces,
whereas the present modeling methodology can be easily
extended to more complicated molecules. The present model
allows improvement for the previous calculations of the SFG
spectra, as discussed below in detail.

The theoretical SFG calculation requires modeling
of the frequency-dependent nonlinear susceptibility,
���SFG,�vis ,�ir�. One possible method is based on the en-
ergy representation of �.30 To implement this method, mo-
lecular orientation at the interface is sampled by MD simu-
lation while the transition dipole moment and transition

polarizability are given on the basis of quantum chemical
calculations.14,17,19,20,30 The MD simulation in this method is
relatively less demanding because a conventional force field
can be used to sample the orientational structure of interface.
On the other hand, accurate modeling of the transition dipole
and polarizability in the interface environment poses quite
challenging problems, and it is often difficult to make the
modeling a general method applicable to other systems.
Treatment of the transition dipole and polarizability is a ma-
jor bottleneck in the energy representation method. Another
possible method to compute � is based on the time-
dependent representation,31 where the transition dipole and
polarizability are implicitly incorporated in the time correla-
tion formula. This method reduces the burden to model tran-
sition dipole and polarizability and allows for straightfor-
ward calculation of the nonlinear susceptibility � by MD
simulation.31,32 On the other hand, the MD calculation for
this approach requires a sophisticated molecular model be-
yond the usual flexible and polarizable force field.33–41 Cal-
culation of instantaneous dipole and polarizability of the in-
terface is a key ingredient of the MD simulation of this
approach, as discussed below. For the time-dependent calcu-
lation of SFG spectra, we propose to use the charge response
kernel �CRK� theory42–46 as a general and promising model-
ing method. The present flexible and polarizable CRK water
model is an extension to the previously developed CRK wa-
ter model,38 by explicitly incorporating conformational de-
pendent terms in the Coulomb potential. Consequently the
present model has the geometry dependence of dipole and
polarizability, which is a requisite to describe IR or Raman
spectra of intramolecular vibrations. The present CRK water
model well reproduces the bulk liquid properties such as
density, enthalpy of vaporization, diffusion coefficient, IR
and Raman spectra, etc. We also note in passing that the
present water model correctly reproduces the modifieda�Electronic mail: amorita@m.tains.tohoku.ac.jp.
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H–O–H angle in the liquid phase,37 though most flexible and
polarizable models fail to reproduce because of the lack of
the geometric polarizability.

Regarding a technical problem of polarizable models, it
is widely known that the polarizable MD simulation often
suffers from numerical divergence of polarization, called
“polarization catastrophe.” Employing molecular flexibility
makes the polarizable MD more fragile. To avoid such un-
physical events, most flexible and polarizable models adopt
damping treatments of short-range interactions. There are
several types of damping functions such as a simple shield
type,33 Thole-type,40,47,48 Gaussian-type,34,39 or Slater-type.36

The present paper demonstrates that such damping functions
actually improve the accuracy of the force field at short in-
ternuclear distances. However, the damping treatment is not
suitable for the calculation of instantaneous dipole and po-
larizability for the SFG spectra. The reason for this differ-
ence will be elucidated later. Consequently, calculation of the
SFG spectra has been significantly improved, especially in
the frequency region of strongly redshifted O–H stretching
vibration.

The improvement in the SFG calculation is relevant to
the recent phase-sensitive SFG experiment,49,50 where the
complex susceptibility itself, �, consisting of the real and
imaginary parts, Re��� and Im���, was reported for water
surface.51–54 In the experiment, the imaginary part Im���
turned out to be composed of the following three bands: the
first is the positive band at about 3700 cm−1, the second is
the negative band from 3200 to 3600 cm−1, and the third is
the positive band from 3000 to 3200 cm−1. The reversed
sign between the former two bands was predicted by our first
SFG calculation and elucidated in terms of the molecular
orientation,30 though the third band has been puzzling to as-
sign. Though this third band is assigned to some O–H com-
ponents in a few surface layers by some groups,51,55 no direct
support by MD calculation of SFG spectra has been pro-
vided. The present study succeeded in reproducing the third
band by improving the description of the short-range inter-
actions in the MD simulation. To verify that the result is not
due to an artifact of the molecular model, we also employed
the point dipole �PD� model, which was developed in our
previous study,56 with the equivalent improvement in the
short-range damping for the SFG calculation. It is found that
both the CRK and PD models consistently reproduce the
above mentioned third peak with the appropriate damping
treatments. Based on the successful calculation of �, the as-
signment of the third band is given: that this positive feature
is induced by the orientational correlation of interfacial water
molecules.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, the molecular model based on the CRK theory is
described, where the geometry dependence of molecular
electrostatic properties is properly considered. Then the for-
mulae to construct nonlinear susceptibility are presented in
Sec. III on the basis of both the CRK and PD models. In Sec.
IV, the reliability of the present CRK model is thoroughly
examined by MD simulation of bulk water and surface water.
Section V is devoted to the calculation and analysis of the
second-order nonlinear susceptibility. Here the short-range

damping in the polarizable MD simulation is refined for the
calculation of electrostatic properties, and thereby the phase
of the nonlinear susceptibility is properly elucidated. Con-
cluding remarks follow in Sec. VI.

II. MOLECULAR MODEL

A water molecule in the present CRK model consists of
five interaction sites located on oxygen, two hydrogens, and
two fictitious sites �X�, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1,
where two X sites are set along the line passing through the
oxygen O perpendicular to the molecular plane with O-X
distance dOX=0.55 Å. The two X sites allow for the out-of-
plane polarization.38 The equilibrium geometry for the CRK
water molecule is determined by the experimental gas-phase
monomer configuration,57 where the equilibrium O–H bond
length and the equilibrium H–O–H angle are 0.9572 Å and
104.52°, respectively. While the molecular conformation var-
ies with intramolecular vibration, the location of the sites X
is uniquely determined.

The total potential energy of the present CRK model
system Utotal consists of the intramolecular part Uintra, van
der Waals part described by the Lennard-Jones potential ULJ,
and the Coulombic potential UC,

Utotal = Uintra + ULJ + UC. �1�

In Eq. �1�, Uintra for the intramolecular vibration is the sum of
those of constituent molecules. Each molecular term has the
following functional form:56

uintra
H2O = �

n=2

6

�kn��r1�n + kn��r2�n� + krr��r1�r2

+ �k�/2���r3�2 + kr��r3��r1 + �r2� , �2�

where �r1 and �r2 are the displacements of the two O–H
bond lengths from the equilibrium O–H distance and �r3 is
that from the equilibrium H–H distance. We reparametrized
the ingredient parameters for the present CRK model so as to
reproduce the O–H stretching frequencies of free OH
region ��3700 cm−1� as well as the redshifted region
��3400 cm−1� of liquid water by MD simulation. The
optimized parameters are tabulated in Table I, where the
parameters for anharmonic terms k3�k6 are different with
respect to the sign of �r. These parameters effectively incor-
porate the anharmonic frequency shift of OH stretching.

The second term, ULJ, consists of site-site Lennard-Jones
potentials,

FIG. 1. Schematic of five interaction sites and internal coordinates for the
CRK water molecule.
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ULJ = �
i�j

�
a,b

site

4�ab�� �ab

rai,bj
	12

− � �ab

rai,bj
	6
 , �3�

where rai,bj is the distance between site a of the ith molecule
and site b of the jth molecule. Hereafter we use the notation
that suffixes i , j ,k ,¯ refer to molecules and a ,b ,c ,¯ to
sites. �ab and �ab are the Lennard-Jones parameters between
sites a and b, which are determined by the Lorentz–Berthelot
mixing rules, i.e., �ab= ��a+�b� /2 and �ab=��a�b. The
Lennard-Jones parameters are assigned only to the oxygen
site, and the values are �O=3.205 Å and �O

=0.6496 kJ mol−1, respectively.
The third term of Eq. �1�, UC, has the following form,

UC =
1

2�
i

�
a

site

QaiVai −
1

2�
i

�
a

site

�
b

site

KabiVaiVbi, �4�

where Qai and Vai are the partial charge and electrostatic
potential at the site a of the ith molecule. In the present
polarizable model, the partial charge Qai varies in response
to the electrostatic potential. The response is represented us-
ing the CRK, a property defined as Kabi=�Qai /�Vbi. The first
term of Eq. �4� is the Coulomb interaction energy of the site
charges Qai, and the second term in Eq. �4� is the so-called
reorganization energy of polarization.

In Eq. �4�, Qai and Vai are determined self-consistently
as follows. Vai is given by the partial charges of surrounding
molecules j��i�,

Vai = �
j��i�

�
b

site
Qbj

rai,bj
fai,bj , �5�

where fai,bj is the damping function as described in Sec. II A.
On the other hand, Qai is determined as

Qai = Qai
0 + �

b

site
�Qai

�Vbi
Vbi = Qai

0 + �
b

site

KabiVbi, �6�

where Qai
0 is the site charge for an isolated molecule. In the

present flexible model, Qai
0 and Kabi are a function of the

molecular conformation, as discussed in Sec. II B. Note that
the conformational dependence of Qai

0 and Kabi is essential to
treat the IR, Raman, or SFG spectroscopy for intramolecular
vibrations.

A. Short-range damping function

The damping function fai,bj in Eq. �5� is invoked in po-
larizable MD simulation to moderate the Coulomb interac-
tion at a short distance, as mentioned in Sec. I. It effectively
remedies the shortcomings of the point charge model at a
short range. Here we introduce the damping function of
Gaussian type fGauss by assuming a Gaussian charge distri-
bution of site charge.34,39,58 The Gaussian density of charge
Qai at the center of rai with the width of �ai is described by

	ai�r� =
Qai

�2
�ai
2 �3/2exp�−

r − rai2

2�ai
2 � . �7�

The Coulombic interaction energy between two charge den-
sities can then be written by

� � 	ai�r1�	bj�r2�
r1 − r2

dr1r2 =
QaiQbj

rai,bj
erf��ai,bjrai,bj� , �8�

where

�ai,bj =
1

�2��ai
2 + �bj

2 �
, �9�

and

erf�x� =
2

�

�

0

x

exp�− t2�dt . �10�

Equation �8� gives the modified Coulomb interaction be-
tween two charges. The damping factor erf��ai,bjrai,bj� is al-
most unity at rai,bj �1 /�ai,bj, while it becomes less than unity
at rai,bj  �1 /�ai,bj. The width of the Gaussian charge distri-
bution is set to �=0.593 Å for the partial charges of water
sites. In the practical calculations, the damping function
takes the following form:

fai,bj
Gauss = erf��ai,bjrai,bj�S1�rai,bj� + S2�rai,bj� , �11�

where S1 and S2 are the smooth functions between 0 and 1 as

S1�r� = �
1 �r � R1�
�R2

2 − r2�2�R2
2 + 2r2 − 3R1

2�
�R2

2 − R1
2�3 �R1  r  R2� ,

0 �R2  r�
�

�12a�

S2�r� = �
0 �r � R1�
�R1

2 − r2�2�R1
2 + 2r2 − 3R2

2�
�R1

2 − R2
2�3 �R1  r  R2�

1 �R2  r�

.�
�12b�

The functions S1�r� and S2�r� interpolate the error function
and unity in Eq. �11� in the range R1rR2. R1 and R2 were
set with the following criteria: erf��ai,bjR1�=1−10−7 and R2

=R1+1.0 bohr��0.53 Å�. For the interaction between water
molecules ��=0.593 Å�, accordingly R1=4.465 Å and R2

=4.995 Å. The interpolation of Eq. �12� allows to omit the
calculation of the damping function from the Coulomb inter-
actions beyond r�R2.

TABLE I. Intramolecular potential parameters of CRK water model
�in a.u.�.

�r�0 �r0

k2 0.269 0.269
k3 �0.45 �0.50
k4 0.55 3.00
k5 �3.0 �3.9
k6 7.0 20.0
k� 0.109 0.109
kr� �0.0822 �0.0822
krr� 0.0678 0.0678
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B. Conformation-dependent partial charge
and charge response kernel

Next we remark the conformational dependence of the
partial charge Q0 and CRK K in Eq. �6�. Our previous CRK
water model did not incorporate those conformational depen-
dence, and accordingly it allowed to treat only the spectra of
intermolecular vibrations.38 In the CRK model, the confor-
mational dependence of Q0 and K is straightforwardly ob-
tained by ab initio or DFT calculations for varying molecular
conformation, and no empirical assumption is necessary.

Here the conformational dependence is expressed to the
first-order displacements of internal coordinates St as
follows:

Qai
0 = Qai

eq + �
t

mode
�Qai

�St,i
St,i, �13a�

Kabi = Kabi
eq + �

t

mode
�Kabi

�St,i
St,i, �13b�

where Qeq and Keq are the values of equilibrium molecular
conformation in the gas phase. The internal coordinates St of
H2O are defined as

S1 =
1
�2

��r1 + �r2� , �14a�

S2 = �� , �14b�

S3 =
1
�2

��r1 − �r2� , �14c�

where the definition of r1, r2, and � are given in Fig. 1. The
derivative quantities, �Q /�S and �K /�S, in Eq. �13� are re-
lated to the Cartesian derivatives as follows:

�Qai

�St,i
= �

p

x,y,z

�
b

site
�Qai

�xp,bi

�xp,bi

�St,i
, �15a�

�Kabi

�St,i
= �

p

x,y,z

�
b

site
�Kabi

�xp,bi

�xp,bi

�St,i
, �15b�

where xp,bi is the Cartesian coordinate for pth �x ,y ,z� direc-
tion of the site b of the ith molecule. �xp,bi /�St,i is called the
B−1 matrix, which has �3Ns�� �3Ns−6� �Ns is the number of
sites in a molecule� dimension for each molecule. Note that
the B−1 is usually obtained from the B matrix, Bt,pb

=�St /�xp,b, by B†�BB†�−1, where B† is a transpose of B. The
B−1 matrix thus obtained is not the true inverse of B, but
satisfies the one-sided relation, B ·B−1= I, where I is the unit
matrix of �3Ns−6�� �3Ns−6� dimension. The transformation
relation of Eq. �15� is valid as Q and K are functions of
internal coordinates, but not of translational or rotational co-
ordinates.

Qeq, Keq, �Q /�S, and �K /�S in Eqs. �13� and �15� are
determined by the quantum chemical calculations of
B3LYP/d-aug-cc-PVDZ59,60 with the GAMESS-U.K.
package61 modified by our group.45 The Cartesian derivatives

�X /�x �X=Q and K� were calculated by five-point numerical
differentiation. The results are summarized in Table II.

III. LOCAL FIELD AND DIELECTRIC INTERACTION

The second-order nonlinear susceptibility of the inter-
face system � is a third rank tensor, composed of the vibra-
tionally resonant part �R and the nonresonant part �NR,

�pqr = �pqr
R + �pqr

NR . �16�

In the time-dependent representation, �pqr
R is calculated by

the following time correlation function of the polarizability
tensor Apq and the dipole vector Mr:

18

�pqr
R =

i�IR

kBT
�

0

�

dt exp�i�IRt��Apq�t�Mr�0�� , �17�

where kB and T are the Boltzmann constant and temperature,
and �¯ � is the statistical average in the classical MD simu-
lation. The nonresonant part �NR is assumed to be a constant
in the IR frequency range in question, so as to be consistent
with the experimental SFG spectrum.

In the following, we derive the formulation of A and M
in the CRK model with appropriate local field correction
factor. We also give the corresponding expressions of A and
M in the PD model for comparison, which has been em-
ployed in our previous studies.18,31,62

A. Calculation of A and M by the CRK model

At a given instantaneous configuration of the interface
system �rai�, the partial charge Qai and the electrostatic po-
tential Vai are given by Eqs. �5� and �6�. These self-consistent
conditions are modified under an external field E0 as

Qai = Qai
0 + �

b

site

KabiVbi, �18a�

Vai = − rai · E0 + �
j��i�

�
b

site
fai,bjQbj

rai,bj
, �18b�

where Qai
0 and Kabi are functions of the internal coordinates

Si.
From the set of equations, Eq. �18�, we have

�
j

�
c

site ��ac�ij − �
b

site
fai,bjKbcj

rai,bj
	Vcj

= − rai · E0 + �
j��i�

�
b

site
fai,bjQbj

0

rai,bj
, �19a�

�
j

�
c

site ��ac�ij − �
b

site
fbi,cjKabi

rbi,cj
	Qcj

= Qai
0 − �

b

site

Kabi�rbi · E0� . �19b�

Then we define G, GT as
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�G�ai,cj = �ac�ij − �
b

site
fai,bjKbcj

rai,bj
, �20a�

�GT�ai,cj = �ac�ij − �
b

site
fbi,cjKabi

rbi,cj
, �20b�

Vai
0 = �

j��i�
�

b

site
fai,bjQbj

0

rai,bj
, �21�

and Eq. �19� is solved for Vai and Qai using the definitions,

Vai = �
j

�
c

site

�G−1�ai,cj�Vcj
0 − rcj · E0� , �22�

Qai = �
j

�
c

site

�GT−1�ai,cj�Qcj
0 − �

b

site

Kcbj�rbj · E0��
= �

j
�

c

site

�G−1�cj,ai�Qcj
0 − �

b

site

Kcbj�rbj · E0�� , �23�

where we used the relation �GT�ai,cj = �G�cj,ai. Consequently,
the dipole moment of the whole interface system is defined
as

M = �
i

�
a

site

Qairai = �
i

�
j

�
a

site

�
c

site

�G−1�cj,aiQcj
0 rai

�24�
�E0 = 0� .

The last expression of Eq. �24� is valid under the condition
with no external field. The polarizability tensor can be de-
fined by differentiating the system dipole moment M with
respect to external field E0:

A =
�M

�E0
= �

i
�

a

site
�Qai

�E0
rai = − �

i
�

a

site

�
b

site

Kab,irai

� ��
j

�
c

site

�G−1�bi,cjrcj� �E0 = 0� , �25�

where � denotes the tensor product. Inserting Eqs. �24� and
�25� into Eq. �17� gives an expression of �R. However, this
expression of �R corresponds to the bare polarization of sum
frequency generated by the visible and infrared lights. The
generated polarization of sum frequency induces dielectric
coupling with surrounding molecules and thereby additional
polarization.63,64 To take account of the dielectric coupling of
the output frequency, A in Eq. �25� should be modified as

TABLE II. Partial charge Qa, CRK Kab, and their derivatives with respect to the internal coordinates St of H2O
�in a.u.�.

Qa
eq Kab

eq

b=1 2 3 4 5

a=1 O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
2 H 0.329 0.000 �3.271 �0.779 2.025 2.025
3 H 0.329 0.000 �0.779 �3.271 2.025 2.025
4 X �0.329 0.000 2.025 2.025 �4.298 0.248
5 X �0.329 0.000 2.025 2.025 0.248 �4.298

�Qa /�St �Kab /�St

t=1
1 O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
2 H �0.097 0.000 0.621 0.537 �0.579 �0.579
3 H �0.097 0.000 0.537 0.621 �0.579 �0.579
4 X 0.097 0.000 �0.579 �0.579 0.038 1.120
5 X 0.097 0.000 �0.579 �0.579 1.120 0.038

t=2
1 O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
2 H 0.060 0.000 �1.784 �3.362 2.573 2.573
3 H 0.060 0.000 �3.362 �1.784 2.573 2.573
4 X �0.060 0.000 2.573 2.573 �2.706 �2.440
5 X �0.060 0.000 2.573 2.573 �2.440 �2.706

t=3
1 O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
2 H �0.049 0.000 1.342 0.000 �0.671 �0.671
3 H 0.049 0.000 0.000 �1.342 0.671 0.671
4 X 0.000 0.000 �0.671 0.671 0.000 0.000
5 X 0.000 0.000 �0.671 0.671 0.000 0.000
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Aeff = − �
i

�
a

site

�
b

site

Kabi��
c�j�

�G−1�ai,c�j�rc�j��
� ��

cj

�G−1�bi,cjrcj� . �26�

The phenomenological second-order resonant susceptibility
�R is obtained by substituting Eqs. �24� and �26� into
Eq. �17�. Hereafter we omit the suffix eff in Eq. �26� in the
calculation of �R.

B. Calculation of A and M by PD model

In the PD model, electronic polarization is represented
with a molecular �or site� polarizability which generates the
induced dipole moment under an electric field. The intermo-
lecular electrostatic interaction is thus carried by the partial
charges and the dipole moments. In the following formula-
tion, the point polarizability and the dipole are located on the
center of mass of each molecule ri, while the partial charges
are on the sites rai. In the PD model, the essentially equiva-
lent discussion with that of the CRK model can be given for
the dielectric coupling. In this subsection, the suffixes
p ,q ,r ,¯ refer to the Cartesian components x�z.

Suppose that each molecule i has a polarizability �pq,i

and the permanent dipole �p,i
0 at ri. In the condensed phase,

the ith molecule has the �permanent+induced� dipole �p,i

under the electric field acting on the molecule, Ep,i. Then the
self-consistent conditions between �p,i and Ep,i are expressed
as

�p,i = �p,i
0 + �

q

x,y,z

�pq,iEq,i, �27a�

Ep,i = Ep
0 + Ep,i

0 − �
j��i�

�
q

x,y,z

Tp,i;q,j�q,j , �27b�

where Ep
0 is the homogeneous external field, Ep,i

0 is the elec-
tric field at the ith molecule that is generated by the point
charges of surrounding molecules j��i�, and Tp,i;q,j is the
so-called dipole-dipole interaction tensor.65 Here we write
explicitly Ep,i

0 and Tp,i;q,j:

Ep,i
0 = �

j��i�
�

b

site
f i,bjQbj

ri,bj
3 rp;i,bj , �28�

Tp,i;q,j =
4wij

3 − 3wij
4

rij
3 �pq −

3wij
4

rij
5 rp;i,jrq;i,j , �29�

where rp;i,bj = �ri−rbj�p, rp;i,j = �ri−r j�p, ri,bj = ri−rbj, and rij

= ri−r j. �pq denotes Kronecker’s delta. f and w are the
damping functions for the electric field and the dipole tensor,
respectively, in the PD model,56 where their functional forms
are of modified Thole-type by Bernardo et al.48

From the set of equations, Eq. �27�, we have

�
j

�
r

x,y,z ��pr�ij + �
q

x,y,z

Tp,i;q,j�qr,j	Er,j

= Ep
0 + Ep,i

0 − �
j��i�

�
q

x,y,z

Tp,i;q,j�q,j
0 , �30a�

�
j

�
r

x,y,z ��pr�ij + �
q

x,y,z

�pq,iTq,i;r,j	�r,j

= �p,i
0 + �

q

x,y,z

�pq,i�Eq
0 + Eq,i

0 � . �30b�

Then the following matrixes G and GT are introduced:

�G�pi,rj = �pr�ij + �
q

x,y,z

Tp,i;q,j�qr,j , �31a�

�GT�pi,rj = �pr�ij + �
q

x,y,z

�pq,iTq,i;r,j , �31b�

and Eq. �30� is solved for Ep,i and �p,i,

Ep,i = �
j

�
r

x,y,z

�G−1�pi,rj�Er
0 + Er,j

0 − �
j��i�

�
q

x,y,z

Tr,j;q,i�q,i
0 � ,

�32�

�p,i = �
j

�
r

x,y,z

�GT−1�pi,rj��r,j
0 + �

q

x,y,z

�rq,j�Eq
0 + Eq,j

0 ��
= �

j
�

r

x,y,z

�G−1�rj,pi��r,j
0 + �

q

x,y,z

�rq,j�Eq
0 + Eq,j

0 �� , �33�

where we used the relation �GT�pi,rj = �G�rj,pi. Here we define
the local field factor for the molecule i,

Fp,r
i = �

j

�G−1�pi,rj . �34�

Using Eqs. �33� and �34�, we have the expression for the
dipole moment of the interface system M,

Mp = �
i

�p,i = �
i

�
j

�
r

x,y,z

�G−1�rj,pi

���r,j
0 + �

q

x,y,z

�rq,j�Eq
0 + Eq,j

0 ��
= �

j
�

r

x,y,z

Fr,p
j ��r,j

0 + �
q

x,y,z

�rq,jEq,j
0 � �E0 = 0� ,

�35�

where the last expression is valid under no external field
�Eq

0=0�. The system polarizability A is also given as
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Ap,q =
�Mp

�Eq
0 = �

j
�

r

x,y,z

Fr,p
j �rq,j .

As in the case of the CRK model, we take account of the
dielectric coupling of the output frequency. Thus the effec-
tive polarizability to describe �R becomes

Ap,q = �
j

�
r

x,y,z

�
s

x,y,z

Fr,p
j

Fs,q
j �rs,j . �36�

We note that the expressions of M and A in Eqs. �35� and
�36� in the PD model are equivalent to the expressions in
Eqs. �24� and �26� in the CRK model. The second-order reso-
nant susceptibility �R in the PD model is calculated by sub-
stituting Eqs. �35� and �36� into Eq. �17�.

IV. MD CALCULATION OF WATER PROPERTIES

A. MD procedure

The MD simulations of pure water system with the CRK
model are executed using a slab geometry of liquid in the
rectangular simulation cell with dimensions of Lx�Ly �Lz

=30�30�150 Å3, where the gas-liquid interfaces are nor-
mal to the z axis. The number of molecules per each cell is
500, which is a half number of the previous study56 but is
enough to simulate pure water surfaces that form a thin in-
terface thickness �3 Å. For the correction of the long-range
electrostatic forces, the Ewald summation method is
employed,66 where the Ewald separation parameter is set to
0.242 Å−1, and the real and reciprocal-space cutoffs are 13
Å and 1.47 Å−1 respectively, the values of which are the
optimized parameters to maximize computational
performance.67 The van der Waals and the real part of the
electrostatic interactions were calculated with the cutoff
length of 13 Å, and the Verlet neighbor list66 is employed for
these calculations with a shell thickness of 2 Å. The damping
function f in Eq. �5� acts only on the real space part.40,56 For
comparison, we also performed the MD simulation using the
PD model56 with the same conditions, except for the differ-
ent short-range damping functions as mentioned in Sec.
III B.

Newton’s equations of motion are integrated numerically
using the velocity Verlet algorithm66 with a time step of 0.61
fs. At each time step, Eqs. �5� and �6� for the self-consistent
induced charges in the CRK model is solved iteratively until
the convergence is obtained, where the average root mean
square differences of the induced charges for successive it-
erations, ��aiQai�new�−Qai�old�2 /N, is below a threshold
of 1.0�10−7 �a.u.�. For the threshold condition of the PD
model, refer to Ref. 56. In the calculation of local field cor-
rection factor �G� for the CRK model and F for the PD
model, we employ not the Ewald summation scheme but the
cutoff scheme with the cutoff length of 13 Å to save compu-
tational time. We notice that the force fields calculation in
MD simulation employs the Ewald summation method.

The molecules are initially placed with random displace-
ments and orientations from cubic lattice points to form the
slab geometry, and the initial velocities are randomized ac-
cording to the Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution at a tempera-

ture of 298 K. The systems of 128 replicas are first equili-
brated in parallel for 30 ps each, at the constant temperature
using the Berendsen thermostat68 with a coupling constant of
0.4 ps. Then, the statistical samplings are taken in parallel for
a total of 60 ns under the NVE ensemble, with the average
kinetic temperature of 298 K.

The program code for the MD calculations was written
by us. The MD calculations were performed on the Fujitsu
Primequest at the Research Center for Computational Sci-
ence, Okazaki, Japan.

B. Bulk properties of CRK water model

In this section, we assess the reliability of the CRK wa-
ter model for bulk properties of liquid water. We calculated
and analyzed the bulk properties in the similar way as in our
previous study using the PD water model.56 Computational
details are therefore described in Ref. 56.

In Table III, calculated results including density, en-
thalpy of vaporization, diffusion coefficient, and dipole mo-
ment in liquid phase are compared with the experimental
values. The density and enthalpy of vaporization exhibit
good agreement with the experiments. In fact, the Lennard-
Jones parameters, � and �, and the width of the Gaussian
charge distribution, �, in the molecular model were opti-
mized to reproduce the density and enthalpy of vaporization.
On the other hand, the diffusion coefficient of the CRK
model tends to be underestimated. The average dipole mo-
ment of the CRK water in liquid is 3.22 D, which is consis-
tent with the experimental value within the experimental er-
ror range. This value is close to the result of Car–Parrinello
�CP� ab initio MD study, 3.0 D.69 The equilibrium configu-
ration of water molecule will be discussed in Sec. IV C.

In Fig. 2, site-site radial distribution functions �RDFs� of
the CRK water are shown with the experimental results of
the neutron diffraction study.70 One can see that the model
RDFs are overstructured compared to the experiment, in par-
ticular for the first solvation peaks. This trend is similar to
the CPMD result for the recommended fictitious electronic
mass.71 This agreement with the CPMD result may not be
fortuitous because the charge distribution and its response to
the electrostatic field in our CRK model are fitted to the DFT
calculations. The discrepancy in the RDFs between our

TABLE III. Properties for bulk liquid water.

CRK model Experiment

Density �g /cm3� 0.980 0.997a

Enthalpy of vaporization �kcal/mol� 10.92 10.51b

Diffusion coefficient �10−9 m2 /s� 1.50 2.30c

Dipole moment �D� 3.22d 2.9�0.6e

Equilibrium O–H bond length �Å� 0.972 0.970f

Equilibrium H–O–H angle �deg� 106.65 106.06f

aReference 85.
bReference 86.
cReference 87.
dThis value is calculated with f = fGauss, while calculation with f =1 leads to
3.30 D �see Sec. V A�.
eReference 88.
fReference 79.
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model �or CPMD water� and the experiment stems from ne-
glect of the nuclear �proton� quantum motion,71 and it is
expected that the inclusion of quantum effects will cause an
overall softening of the RDFs.

The O–H stretching vibrations in bulk liquid are mani-
fested in the infrared �IR� and Raman spectra. Figure 3
shows the calculated result of the IR intensity ��absn����
with the CRK model according to the formulae in Refs. 56
and 72 including a quantum correction of the harmonic
approximation,73–75

�abs���n��� =
2
�2

3VckBT
�

−�

�

dte−i�t�C�t��cl, �37�

where �abs��� is the absorption coefficient, n��� is the real
part of refractive index, V is the volume, c is the speed of
light, and �C�t��cl denotes the classical time correlation func-
tion of the dipole moment. The blue line in Fig. 3 represents
the spectrum with the time correlation function C�t�
=M�0� ·M�t� in which M is the total �permanent+induced�
dipole calculated by Eq. �24�, while the red line is the spec-
trum with C�t�=Mperm�0� ·Mperm�t� where Mperm is the per-
manent dipole component �Mperm=�i�a

siteQai
0 rai�. One can

see that the peak frequency of the calculated IR spectrum at
about 3400 cm−1 is in good agreement with the experimental
spectrum, whereas the IR intensity in the model with the
peak height ��12 000 cm−1� is somewhat weaker than the
experimental intensity ��17 500 cm−1�. The recent result
with flexible and polarizable POLIR model by Mankoo and
Keyes72 elucidated that the IR intensity and the peak position
is strongly dependent on the value of site charge. Burnham
et al.76 examined several water model dependence of IR in-
tensity and reported that IR peak height in their new flexible
and polarizable TTM4-F model �or TTM2-F� is about
12 000 cm−1, whereas that in the flexible and nonpolarizable
model �e.g., TIP3P-F� is about 4000 cm−1. Thus we can say
that the present model shows comparable performance to the
recent other flexible and polarizable models. Comparing the
blue line with the red line in Fig. 3, one can see that the IR
intensity only from the permanent component significantly
decreases its intensity and is somewhat blueshifted. This is
qualitatively consistent with the result by Ahlborn et al.,77

showing that the IR intensity is governed by the polarization.
Auer and Skinner78 also obtained similar results by their re-
cent MD and elucidated that the IR spectrum is significantly
redshifted from the distribution of local-mode frequencies
with the maximum at about 3490 cm−1 due to the non-
Condon effects.

Figure 4 shows the calculated results of the polarized
Raman and depolarized Raman �panel�b�� spectra with the
CRK model according to the formulae in Ref. 56, where the
inset in each panel is the experimental result for comparison.
The calculated polarized Raman spectrum captures the
double-peak nature but is somewhat blueshifted in compari-
son with the experimental spectrum. On the other hand, the
calculated depolarized Raman spectrum well reproduces the
experimental peak position and the asymmetric shape. Al-

FIG. 2. �a� O–O, �b� O–H, and �c� H–H RDFs for the liquid water calculated
with the CRK model. The dashed lines indicate experimental results
�Ref. 70�.

FIG. 3. IR intensity of liquid water, �abs���n���, by experiment �Ref. 89�
�black�, and by the CRK model �blue and red� calculated with Eq. �37�. The
blue line refers to C�t�=M�0� ·M�t�, in which M is total �permanent
+induced� dipole calculated by Eq. �24� with f =1 �See Sec. V A�. The red
line to C�t�=Mperm�0� ·Mperm�t�, where Mperm contains the permanent com-
ponent only.

FIG. 4. Calculated polarized �red line� and depolarized �blue line� Raman
spectra, �d2�pol /d�d�� and �d2� /d�d���, for the CRK water model. The
inset shows the experimental Raman spectra �Ref. 90�.
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though the assignments of the polarized and depolarized
spectra are somewhat controversial, it is elucidated by the
earlier studies �see Ref. 78 and references therein� that the
lower frequency band of the polarized Raman spectrum
should be attributed to the collective mode while the depo-
larized spectrum well reflects the local mode frequency dis-
tribution due to the different angular factors.

C. Equilibrium water geometry

Next we focus on the equilibrium geometry of water
molecule in liquid phase. Table III shows that the equilib-
rium H–O–H angle by the CRK model is 106.65°, which is
larger than that in the gas phase, 104.52°. This trend is con-
sistent with the recent neutron diffraction experiment79 and
the ab initio calculations,80,81 while most flexible water mod-
els including our previous PD model56 predict a smaller
H–O–H angle in liquid phase than in gas phase. This is
known as a common shortcoming of the previous flexible
models. Burnham and Xantheas37 addressed this problem by
introducing geometric charge and polarizability and reported
the increase in the equilibrium H–O–H angle from the gas
phase value to the liquid phase value. Other recent models
also reported increasing angles: 105.45° by TTM3-F,41

107.7° by TTM4-F,76 and 106.4° by POLIR.72 The present
CRK water model, which properly takes account of the
geometry dependence of charge and polarizability through
Eqs. �13� and �15�, provides further insight into the mecha-
nism of this conformational difference in liquid.

We examined the dependence of partial charges and
CRK of an isolated water molecule with varying H–O–H
angle � by the DFT calculation. Figure 5�a� shows the partial
charge of a hydrogen site QH

0 in the range of 90° �
130°, with the O–H bond length fixed at r0=0.9572 Å.
This panel shows that the absolute partial charge of hydrogen
monotonically increases with the H–O–H angle, indicating
that the O–H bond becomes increasingly polar. This is quali-
tatively understood from the valence bond picture that the
increasing H–O–H angle augments the s character in the hy-

brid orbitals of the oxygen.1 The change in O–H bond polar-
ity implies that a water molecule with a larger H–O–H angle
can form stronger H-bonds.

We also found that the geometry dependence of the CRK
plays an important role in stabilization. To discuss the role of
polarization in the H-bonding environment, the O–H bond
polarizability is defined as a function of the H–O–H angle �
in the followings. Suppose the O–H1 moiety in Fig. 1 lies
under a local electric field �E along the O–H1 bond. This
situation is represented by the CRK model that H1 site is
exposed to the electrostatic potential of −�E ·r0, and two X
sites �and O site� to �E ·r0. Consequently, the induced partial
charge at the H1 site is

�QH1
= KH1,X1

��Er0� + KH1,X2
��Er0� + KH1,H1

�− �Er0�

= �KH1,X1
+ KH1,X2

− KH1,H1
��Er0.

Thus the induced O–H1 bond dipole along the bond direc-
tion is

��O–H1
= �QH1

· r0 = �KH1,X1
+ KH1,X2

− KH1,H1
��Er0

2,

where the origin of the dipole is set at the O site. Accord-
ingly, the O–H1 bond polarizability �O–H1

bond is defined as

�O–H1

bond =
��O–H1

�E
= �KH1,X1

+ KH1,X2
− KH1,H1

�r0
2. �38�

The bond polarizability for the other O–H2 moiety is defined
in the same way. In Fig. 5�b�, �O–H1

bond is plotted as a function
of �, indicating that the bond polarizability also monotoni-
cally increases with the H–O–H angle. The larger bond po-
larizability of O–H moieties should result in enhanced polar-
ity of O–H bonds in liquid water and thus contribute to the
H-bonding stabilization.

In the above discussion, the geometry dependence of
both the partial charge Qa

0 and the CRK Kab arguably prefers
a larger H–O–H angle in the H-bonding environment in liq-
uid. To assess the relative importance of Qa

0 and Kab in the
geometric perturbation, we decompose the solvation energy
for a single molecule into two components, i.e.,

�
a

site

QaVa − �
a

site

�
b

site

KabVaVb/2

= �
a

site

Qa
0Va + �

a

site

�
b

site

KabVaVb/2,

and compare the sensitivity of the two terms with
respect to ��=S2�. The derivatives of two terms are
estimated to be �a��Qa

0 /�S2�Va=−4.173 kcal /mol and
�a�b��Kab /�S2�VaVb /2=−9.975 kcal /mol, where the aver-
age solvation potential Va was provided by our MD simula-
tion, VH=−1.714�10−2 a.u. and VX=3.845�10−2 a.u. This
estimatation implies that the latter term has a dominant effect
on the stabilization by increasing �. To confirm this argu-
ment, we carried out two test MD simulations of bulk liquid
water, �i� and �ii�. Case �i� assumes �Q /�S=0 in Eq. �13a�
while the �K /�S terms are left intact in Eq. �13b�. Case �ii�
assumes �K /�S=0 while �Q /�S is left intact. These MD
simulations showed that the equilibrium H–O–H angle

FIG. 5. Panel �a�: Partial charge on a hydrogen site QH
0 . Panel �b�: O–H

bond polarizability �O–H
bond of water monomer as a function of H–O–H angle.
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changed from 106.65° in the original liquid to 104.46° in
case �i�, and to 99.09° in case �ii�. These results show that
case �ii� gives larger perturbation than case �i�, implying that
the geometry dependence of K is more important in the per-
turbation on the equilibrium angle.

In summary, a water molecule has enhanced polarity of
O–H bonds with increasing H–O–H angle, both permanent
and induced components. The enhanced polarity therefore
allows stronger H-bonds and further stabilization in liquid. In
particular, the enhancement of the O–H bond polarizability
by increasing H–O–H angle is the main source for the stabi-
lization in the H-bonding environment. We also note in pass-
ing in Table III that the equilibrium O–H length of the CRK
model slightly increases from 0.957 Å in gas phase to 0.972
Å in liquid, which is shown to be in good agreement with the
experiment.

D. Orientational structure of pure water surface

The orientation of surface water is analyzed using the
CRK model. The purposes of the present analysis are two-
fold. One is to compare the orientational structure obtained
by the CRK model to the previous study with the PD water.56

The other is to clarify the orientational correlation between a
pair of water molecules at the surface. This information on
orientational correlation will assist our understanding of the
SFG spectroscopy in Sec. V D.

The orientation of surface water is determined with two
angles, �dip and �, as illustrated in the inset of Fig. 6. �dip is
the angle between the water permanent dipole vector and the
surface normal vector, and � is a dihedral angle between the
molecular plane and the plane containing the surface normal
and the permanent dipole. We also define the depth coordi-
nate from the Gibbs dividing surface, ẑ=z−zGibbs, where z is
the normal coordinate to the surface. This definition means
that ẑ=0 is the location of the Gibbs dividing surface, and
that positive �negative� region ẑ�0�ẑ0� refers to the gas
�liquid� side, respectively.

Figure 6 shows the present MD results of two-
dimensional �cos � ,�� orientational distribution with varying
depth ẑ, where the displacement from isotropic distribution
is displayed for each layer of ẑ, P��cos �dip ,� ; ẑ�
= P�cos �dip ,� ; ẑ�− �P��ẑ�, where �P� is the orientational av-
erage of probability. The orientational structure of the CRK
water quite resembles that of the PD water in our previous
study,56 indicating that the orientational structure of water
surface is rather robust irrespective of the details of water
model. To summarize the noteworthy features, a major ori-
entation in the vapor side of the Gibbs dividing surface is
illustrated as configuration �a� in Fig. 6, which is character-
ized with the “dangling �free�” OH moieties. This conforma-
tion �a� becomes less frequent in the liquid side, where the
dominant conformations are �b�–�e� in Fig. 6. Note that the
conformations �b�–�d� are analogous in the sense that the
molecular plane is roughly parallel to the surface.

In what follows, we analyze the orientational correlation
of a H-bonding pair of water at the interface. To take statis-
tics of various conformations, we classify the molecular ori-
entation �cos �dip ,�� into three classes, �a�, �b–d�, and �e�, as

defined in Fig. 7. Though this classification is somewhat ar-
bitrary, the three classes should have equal population for the
isotropic orientational distribution. During the MD trajecto-
ries, we sampled the orientation of surface water
molecules, whose centers of mass are located in the range of
−1.5 Å ẑ1.5 Å, and obtained the population ratio
1.00:1.37:1.34 for �a�:�b,c,d�:�e�.

Next we investigate the H-bonding pair of surface water.
Of the several H-bond definitions,82 we adopt a geometric
definition consisting of the following two criteria: H¯O
distance being 2.5 Å and �O–H¯O being �140°. By
applying this definition to the MD trajectories, we obtained
the conformational statistics of H-bonding donor-acceptor
pairs of the surface water in −1.5 Å ẑ1.5 Å. The results
are summarized in Table IV. One can generally see that the
orientation �b,c,d� tends to become a H-bond donor. In par-
ticular, the most probable H-bonding pair of surface water is

FIG. 6. Orientational probability distributions of water molecules,
P��cos �dip ,� ; ẑ�, for the present CRK model. The definitions of �dip and �
are illustrated in the lower right inset. The blue regions refer to higher
probabilities than the isotropic average �P��0�, while the red region to
lower probabilities �P�0�. The major orientations labeled �a�–�e� are illus-
trated in the right side.
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donor �b,c,d�-acceptor �e�, which is schematically illustrated
in Fig. 14. A plausible reason why the orientation �b,c,d�
likely becomes a H-bonding donor to another surface water
may be explained by the fact that a water with the orientation
�b,c,d� can readily provide two donor bonds to other surface
water molecules.

V. ANALYSIS OF NONLINEAR SUSCEPTIBILITY

In this section, the CRK model is used to calculate and
analyze the nonlinear susceptibility of water surface. An em-
phasis is put on the accurate treatment of the short-range
damping function, which has significant influence on the
spectral shape.

A. Appropriate damping treatment

As stated in Secs. II and III, the short-range damping
function for the electrostatic interactions is necessary for po-
larizable MD simulations to be stably performed. While this
fact demonstrates that electrostatic interactions between
point charges �or dipoles� are not realistic enough in a short
range, accurate modeling of short-range interactions is a
challenging issue. The empirical prescriptions to remedy the
shortcoming of point charge models require definite justifi-
cation. In the present work, we need to calculate the electro-
static properties, such as dipole moment and polarizability
tensor, as well as the force field using the same polarizable
model. It is not apparent that the same treatment of the short-

range damping works with equal accuracy for the calcula-
tions of the force field and the electrostatic properties.

To examine the damping function for the present model,
we investigated the water-water interaction for water dimer
with varying configurations. DFT calculations of B3LYP/d-
aug-cc-pVDZ level were performed for the total energy and
dipole moment as reference values, and the results are com-
pared with the calculations by the CRK model. Here we
assume the damping function for the CRK model to be the
Gaussian type in Sec. II A, f = fGauss���, and examine the pa-
rameter �. We note that the point charge model without
damping �f =1� corresponds to �=0.

Shown in Fig. 8�a� is the equilibrium water dimer con-
figuration by the DFT, where the direction of the x axis is
defined along the centers of mass of water molecules in the
equilibrium configuration. rOH is the distance between the
donor hydrogen and the accepter oxygen, and the equilib-
rium value of rOH is calculated to be 1.946 Å.

Then we discuss the conformational dependence of
dimer properties with varying rOH. Here we focus on the
range of rOH smaller than the equilibrium distance 1.946 Å to
investigate the short-range interaction, and also larger than
1.5 Å, where the intermolecular O–H radial distribution
function has a significant finite probability in liquid water
�see Fig. 2�b��. Regarding the other coordinates than rOH, we
treated them in two ways, case 1 and case 2. In case 1, the
donor molecule moves as a whole along with rOH while the
molecular conformation is fixed. In case 2, only the hydro-
gen atom under the H-bond moves along the x direction
while the other five nuclei are fixed.

In Fig. 8�b�, the total energy of the dimer is plotted
against rOH in case 1, where the origin of energy is set at the
equilibrium separation. Comparing the DFT to the CRK re-
sults with varying �, the appropriate value to reproduce the
intermolecular potential surface is near �=0.593 Å, which is
actually employed to the force field in the MD simulation.
One can also see in panel �b� that the potential curve with
�=0.0 Å �point charge approximation� does not reproduce
the repulsive behavior, which is inconsistent to the DFT re-
sults. In panel �d�, we investigated the total dipole moment
along the x direction in case 1. The result also supports the
appropriateness of the damping treatment ��=0.593 Å�, and
the point charge ��=0.0 Å� is a somewhat crude approxima-
tion.

On the other hand, Fig. 8�c� shows the total dipole mo-
ment along the x direction in case 2. In this case, one can see
that the most appropriate value of � to reproduce the dipole
moment is near �=0.0 Å �point charge model�, while �
=0.593 Å describes poor Mx. Considering that the dipole
derivative in case 2 is pertinent to the transition dipole for
the O–H stretching vibration, we notice that the IR or vibra-
tional SFG spectra of the O–H stretching under small rOH

distance or strong H-bond should be more appropriately de-
scribed with the point charge model ��=0.0 Å�. We note in
passing that the behavior of total energy in case 2 �not
shown� is dominated by the intramolecular potential and thus
insensitive to �.

The above argument for the different short-range damp-
ing has been confirmed in our previous study using the PD

TABLE IV. Population ratios of H-bonding donor-acceptor pairs of surface
water molecules. The ratios are normalized by the population of donor�a�-
acceptor�a�.

Donor Acceptor Ratio

�a� �a� 1.00
�a� �b,c,d� 1.36
�a� �e� 2.11
�b,c,d� �a� 2.20
�b,c,d� �b,c,d� 2.48
�b,c,d� �e� 4.61
�e� �a� 1.15
�e� �b,c,d� 1.30
�e� �e� 2.39

FIG. 7. Present definition of molecular orientations �a�, �b,c,d�, and �e� in
Fig. 6 on the �cos �dip−�� plane.
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water model.62 Figure 1 of Ref. 62 showed that the intermo-
lecular force field prefers the appropriate damping function
f = fThole while the variation in the dipole moment is well
described with f =1 �point charge/PD approximation�.

The different behaviors of short-range damping in cases
1 and 2 is explained as follows. In the hydrogen-bonding
system �O¯H–O� in case 2, the H–O chemical bond length
increases with decreasing H-bond distance rOH. In such situ-
ation, significant electron transfer takes place from the ac-
ceptor H2O to the donor H2O. To examine the amount of
charge transfer �CT�, we performed the DFT calculations of
partial site charges for the water dimer in the same way as
we performed the CRK calculation for a monomer in Sec.
II B, and then lamped the site charges of donor molecule and
those of acceptor molecule separately. The results are dis-
played in Fig. 8�e�, demonstrating the substantial CT is em-
phasized with decreasing rOH in case 2. On the other hand,
the hydrogen-bonding system �O¯H–O� in case 1, the
H–O chemical bond length is invariant with decreasing rOH.
Thus the CT is rather modest as shown in panel �f�, in com-
parison with panel �e�.

In the process of O–H vibration under the strong
hydrogen-bonding environment in case 2, the significant CT
is accompanied by the stretching motion, which conse-
quently augments the induced polarization. In the classical
simulation, however, polarizable models do not allow CT
between molecules in general. This mechanism elucidates
the difference in cases 1 and 2 that the CRK model with the
appropriate damping function �=0.593 Å works well in case
1 while it is insufficient to describe the strong perturbation in
case 2. In order to take account of the augmented induced
dipole in the strong H-bonding system, the point charge
model provides an effective method in the polarizable MD
simulation. Even when the point charge model is employed
to describe the electrostatic properties, the force field in the

polarizable MD should be presented with the appropriate
damping function. The above discussion will be of signifi-
cance for accurate description of the nonlinear susceptibility
in Sec. V B.

B. Results of nonlinear susceptibility

Figure 9 displays the real �blue� and the imaginary �red�
parts of the nonlinear susceptibility, �, in the ssp polarization
combination for the water surface. Panel �a� is the experi-
mental result by Ji et al.,51 while panels �b� and �c� are the
calculated results with the present CRK model. Though the
force field for the MD simulation is common in both
panels, panel �b� adopted the damping function of f
= fGauss��=0.593 Å� in the calculations of � in Sec. III,
while panel �c� adopted no damping function, f =1. Compar-
ing panels �b� and �c�, one can see that the spectral shape is
quite analogous except for the region from 3000 to
3200 cm−1. Regarding the imaginary part Im��� �red lines�,
both �b� and �c� reproduce the positive peak at about
3700 cm−1 and the negative band from 3200 to 3600 cm−1,
whereas only �c� can slightly reproduce the positive band
from 3000 to 3200 cm−1. The different feature emerges in
the O–H frequency region of large redshift, where that strong
H-bonds play dominant influence on the O-H stretching vi-
bration.

It has long been believed that the sign of Im��� reflects
the direction of molecular dipole moment.30 In fact, the posi-
tive Im��� at the 3700 cm−1 band is assigned to the dangling
O–H bonds at the topmost surface layer with the H atoms
protruding toward the vapor phase, and the negative Im��� in
3200–3600 cm−1 band to the H-bonded water molecules di-
recting their dipoles toward the liquid phase. However, pre-
vious MD studies of the water SFG spectra did not reproduce
the positive Im��� in the 3000–3200 cm−1 region. A remain-

FIG. 8. Properties of water dimer with
varying configurations in cases 1 and 2
�see the text�. �a� Equilibrium configu-
ration by the DFT calculation.
�b� Potential energy surfaces by the
DFT and the CRK model calculations
in case 1. The DFT calculations and
the CRK calculations with different
values of � are denoted by different
symbols as shown in the inset of panel
�c�. These notations are common in
panels �b�–�d�. �c� Dipole moments in
the x direction in case 2. �d� Dipole
moments in the x direction in case 1.
�e� Partial charges of donor �blue� and
acceptor �red� molecules in case 2. �f�
Partial charges in case 1. The notations
are same as in panel �e�.
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ing problem to be addressed is to clarify the mechanism for
this positive Im���, which is discussed in the following sub-
sections in detail.

To check the molecular model dependence of the above
results, we also carried out the MD calculation of � using the
PD model as described in Sec. III B, with different treat-
ments of the short-range damping. Figures 10�a� and 10�b�
show the calculated results of � with the damping functions
of f = fThole and f =1, respectively. One immediately notices
that Figs. 10�a� and 10�b� using the PD model show essen-
tially the same features as Figs. 9�b� and 9�c�, respectively,
using the CRK model discussed above. Comparing the
calculated spectra by PD and CRK without damping,
Figs. 10�b� and 9�c�, the positive region of Im��� in
3000–3200 cm−1 is more noticeable in the PD model calcu-
lation. This difference is probably attributed to the functional
form of the short-range damping.

C. Decomposition analysis of the second order
susceptibility

In this and subsequent subsections, we elucidate the
mechanism of the positive Im��� in the low frequency re-

gion. First we decompose the polarization into isotropic and
anisotropic parts in the following. For this purpose, we em-
ploy the formulation based on the PD model in Sec. III B,
though essentially equivalent discussion is possible with the
CRK model. This is because the induced dipole of molecules
can be readily decomposed with the PD model, as discussed
below.

In Eq. �35�, the dipole moment of the interface system
can be calculated by

Mp = �
i

�
r

x,y,z

Fr,p
i �r,i� , �39�

where �r,i� is defined as �r,i
0 +�q�rq,i�Eq

0+Eq,i
0 �. �r,i� means the

dipole moment of the ith molecule on condition that the in-
termolecular dielectric coupling among induced dipoles were
missing. In fact, the effects of intermolecular dielectric cou-
pling are represented by the local field correction factor, F.
Then the dipole moment in the z direction, Mz, which is
relevant to the ssp polarized SFG spectrum, is divided into
the isotropic part Mz

iso and the anisotropic part Mz
aniso,

Mz = Mz
iso + Mz

aniso, �40�

where

Mz
iso = �

i

Fz,z
i �z,i� , �41a�

Mz
aniso = �

i

�Fx,z
i �x,i� + Fy,z

i �y,i� � . �41b�

Mz
iso and Mz

aniso are schematically illustrated in Fig. 11�a�. In
the isotropic part Mz

iso, the z component of �z,i� generates the
induced dipole in the same direction, whereas in the aniso-
tropic part Mz

aniso, the x ,y �tangential� component of �x,i� ,�y,i�

FIG. 9. Second-order nonlinear susceptibility � for the ssp polarized SFG
spectrum of water surface. Blue and red symbols denote real and imaginary
parts of �, respectively. �a� Experimental results �Ref. 51� �Copyright 2008,
American Physical Society�. �b� Calculated results by the CRK model with
the local field damping of f = fGauss��=0.593 Å�. �c� Calculated results by
the CRK model with f =1.

FIG. 10. Second-order nonlinear susceptibility � in the ssp polarized SFG
spectrum of water surface. Blue and red lines denote Re��� and Im���,
respectively. �a� Calculated results by the PD model with the local field
damping of f = fThole. �b� Calculated results by the PD model with f =1.
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generates the induced dipole in the z �normal� direction. Note
that the anisotropic part Mz

aniso should necessarily vanish on
average if the system was isotropic. This is not the case with
the water surface.

According to the decomposition of Eq. �40�, the vibra-
tionally resonant susceptibility �R in Eq. �17� is also decom-
posed as

�qqz
R = �qqz

R,iso + �qqz
R,aniso �q = x,y� , �42�

where

�qqz
R,iso =

i�IR

kBT
�

0

�

dt exp�i�IRt��Aqq�t�Mz
iso�0�� , �43a�

�qqz
R,aniso =

i�IR

kBT
�

0

�

dt exp�i�IRt��Aqq�t�Mz
aniso�0�� . �43b�

The decomposed result of Im��qqz
R � is shown in Fig. 11�b�.

The isotropic part �blue line� is rather consistent with the
common interpretation of the dipole orientation at the inter-
face, i.e., the dangling O–H bonds pointing to the vapor side
gives the positive band at about 3700 cm−1, while the
H-bonded OH moieties which slightly point their average
dipoles to the liquid side brings the negative band at about
3400 cm−1. This result may be intuitive, as the isotropic part
of Mz

iso reflects directly the orientation of the molecular di-
pole �z,i� . However, an interesting result is observed in the
anisotropic part, Im��qqz

R,aniso� �red line in Fig. 11�b��, exhibit-
ing a positive band from 3000 to 3400 cm−1. This aniso-
tropic part obviously makes the total Im��qqz� positive in the
3000–3200 cm−1 region. The positive anisotropic polariza-
tion along the surface normal is not directly assigned to the

orientation of individual molecules pointing to the vapor
side.

To further investigate the spatial origin of these polariza-
tion components, the average molecular dipoles of isotropic
and anisotropic parts, �Fz,z

i �z,i� � and �Fx,z
i �x,i� +Fy,z

i �y,i� � in
Eq. �41�, are plotted as a function of the depth ẑ in Fig. 12.
Panel �a� shows that the isotropic part has a negative region
near the Gibbs dividing surface, −3 Å ẑ2 Å, which is in
accord with the molecular orientation.56 On the other hand,
the anisotropic part in panel �b� shows a positive region in
the spatial region close to the surface, −3 Å ẑ. This result
confirms that the positive component of the anisotropic part
is originated mostly from the top monolayer of the surface.

D. Anisotropic local field effect and interfacial
structure

Next question to be addressed here is how the aniso-
tropic polarization is explained from the molecular orienta-
tion at the interface. Suppose a molecule i at the interface has
�x,i� �0. �This assumption does not lose generality since the
surface is azimuthally isotropic.� Then the positive aniso-
tropic polarization Fx,z

i �x,i� �0 means that the anisotropic lo-
cal field factor Fx,z

i tends to be also positive. Therefore, we
first clarify the physical meaning of Fx,z

i �0. The local field
factor Fi is, by definition of Eqs. �34� and �31�, determined
by the configuration and polarizability of neighboring mol-
ecules around i.

In the discussion on the dielectric interaction in Sec.
III B, let us consider a small external �Maxwell� field �Ez

0

imposed uniformly along the z axis on the interface system.
Then the variation in the local field �Ex,i is derived from
Eq. �32� as

�Ex,i = �
j

�G−1�xi,zj��Ez
0� = Fx,z

i �Ez
0. �44�

Equation �44� allows Fx,z
i �0 to be interpreted that the local

electric field on the ith molecule in the x direction, �Ex,i

�0, would be induced by �Ez
0�0. This situation should be

realized when the surrounding molecules around i have the
anisotropic polarizability �xz,j �0, where j denotes a neigh-
boring molecule which influences the induced field on the
molecule i. We confirmed the above situation by MD simu-
lation by calculating the correlation between �x,i

0 and �xz,j

defined as
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FIG. 11. �a� Illustration of isotropic and anisotropic parts of the dipole
moment. �b� Decomposition of Im��qqz

R � by the PD model with f =1. Blue is
the isotropic component Im��qqz

R,iso� and red is the anisotropic component
Im��qqz

R,aniso�.

FIG. 12. The average molecular dipoles of isotropic and anisotropic parts,
�Fz,z

i �z,i� � and �Fx,z
i �x,i� +Fy,z

i �y,i� � in Eq. �41�, as a function of the depth ẑ. �a�
Isotropic part. �b� Anisotropic part.
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H�ẑ,r� =
��i� j��i���x,i

0 · �xz,j���ẑ − zi���r − ri − r j��

��i� j��i���ẑ − zi���r − ri − r j��
,

�45�

where r= ri−r j is the intermolecular center-of-mass dis-
tance. The quantity H�ẑ ,r� reflects the orientational correla-
tion of surface molecules, as shown in Fig. 13. One can see
that there exists a clear positive region in H�ẑ ,r� at about the
adjacent distance r�3.0 Å in the vicinity of the surface,
ẑ�−4.0 Å. This result supports the above picture that �x,i

0

and �xz,j tend to have the same sign for the adjacent mol-
ecules at the water surface. �Note that a case of �x,i

0 0 and
�xz,j 0 is equivalent if the x axis is reversed.�

This situation of orientational correlation is schemati-
cally explained in Fig. 14, which illustrates the most
probable pair of H-bonding water at the surface as shown in
Table IV, where the molecule i is a donor with the orienta-
tion �b,c,d� and j is an acceptor with the orientation �e� in

Sec. IV D. It is readily shown by the DFT calculation that the
orientation of each molecule gives �x,i

0 �0 and �xz,j �0 in
the coordinates in Fig. 14.

To summarize the above discussion, the anisotropic local
field is attributed to orientational correlation at the water
surface. In the case that a surface water molecule with tan-
gential dipole forms a H-bond with adjacent molecule like
Fig. 14, the normal dipole moment is induced at the
H-bonding acceptor molecule through its anisotropic polar-
izability. This correlation becomes significant for a strong
H-bonding pair of surface water. This anisotropic local field
effect results in the positively enhanced imaginary suscepti-
bility Im��qqz

R,aniso� at the low frequency region.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In the present study, we construct a new flexible and
polarizable CRK water model to calculate the SFG spectra
and interfacial properties of aqueous systems. The CRK
model based on the ab initio or DFT calculations can readily
incorporate conformational dependence of partial charges
and polarization in a general manner, which is an important
requisite to describe the vibrational SFG spectra. Extension
to other molecules is thus quite straightforward, and the
progress is underway in our group. The CRK model thus
developed is confirmed to well describe bulk properties and
spectroscopic properties of liquid water. The perturbation of
equilibrium molecular geometry in liquid is also properly
reproduced, and its mechanism is analyzed in terms of bond
polarization.

An improvement in the present study is made to the
description of electrostatic properties under the strong
H-bonding environment. We found that the usual short-range
damping treatments for Coulomb interactions are adequate to
intermolecular force fields, while they are insufficient to de-
scribe the transition dipole of O–H vibration with the strong
H-bond. This is attributed to the significant CT, and this ef-
fect is better represented with the point charge model in an
effective way. With this improved treatment of the transition
dipole, calculated nonlinear susceptibility �qqz for water sur-
face exhibits good agreement with the recent phase-sensitive
experiment, including the positive imaginary part in the
3000–3200 cm−1 region.

The mechanism of the positive Im��qqz� in the low fre-
quency region is elucidated from the MD analysis. We found

FIG. 13. Molecular orientational correlation H�ẑ ,r� defined with �x,i
0 and

�xz,j in Eq. �45�. r is the molecular distance and ẑ is the depth �see
Sec. V D�.

FIG. 14. Illustration of the most probable H-bonding pair of surface mol-
ecules, assigned as donor�b,c,d�-acceptor�e� in Table IV. This is a typical
example to produce the anisotropic dipole along the z axis �see the text�.
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that this positive band is assigned to the anisotropic part of
the induced polarization at the surface. The anisotropic po-
larization originates from orientational correlation of surface
water, as typically illustrated in Fig. 14. This mechanism of
anisotropic local field is similar to the intermolecular corre-
lation effect previously reported by us83,84 in the sense that
the SFG spectroscopy is interpreted with molecular correla-
tion rather than the individual molecular properties. Such
collective effects are of particular significance in the SFG
analysis of strongly hydrogen bonding systems.
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